PG AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTEAPPLICATIONS
SACRED HEART COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), TIRUPATTUR

Seminar on Data Science and Block Chain

Venue : Zatti Presentation Hall  
Resource Person: Mr. John Robert  
Date: 19/02/2020  
Time: 3:30 AM to 4.30 PM

At the very first prof. Mr. Veeraragaven has welcomed the resource person by sharing bio-data about Mr. John Robert (Project director in poorivika indian pvt, lmt) Tirupattur. Followed by Mr. John Robert started to Discussion about Data science and Block chain science and Block chain. And give the orientation about the three things

1. Interview
2. IT Environment
3. Skills needed for 2020

Finally he conclude by saying IT Environment plays a role in all the industries and how it is helpful for the further process. At last session is ended up with Mr. Sundarraj (secretary) by thanking the resources person.